waterpower
The Real Value of Waterpower

The electricity system is very complicated. Customers usually
use electricity at the same time. The system operators have to
match energy supply with demand. Waterpower helps to
support other energies that can only produce electricity at certain
times, like when the wind isn’t blowing or the sun isn’t shining.
A major value of waterpower to the provincial system is its
flexibility – its ability to store water in helps to supply energy
when it is needed. Through its water storage capabilities,
waterpower can help to balance intermittent renewable sources
in the electricity grid, such as solar and wind, which allows for
greater penetration of low Green House Gas Emission sources.

These three daily dispatch graphs
show the profile of waterpower
energy production:
Daily Support
• Example A: The system operators dispatch waterpower
in the morning when energy is first being used by
Ontarians. Waterpower is steadily used through the day,
and then ramped up again at night when energy is again
being used.

Flexibility

Seasonal Support

• Most flexible waterpower facilities are used every day to help
ramp generation up quickly to match what is being used.
All generation is not created equal – and waterpower’s ability
to provide electricity when needed is provincially significant.

• Example B: in the summer waterpower generation is
used in the late afternoon, when air conditioning loads
are highest.

• During emergencies or at peak demand Ontarians rely
on waterpower to respond quickly and ensure the supply
of electricity.

• Example C: in the winter waterpower generation is used
at night when we need lights and heat, this change can
be drastic from 2,500 MW in the wee hours of the
morning up to 6,300 MW in the early evening.

Real Value – Hourly Waterpower Energy
Example A – Typical April

Example B – Typical August

Example C – Typical January
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waterpower
What we do

A part of Ontario’s history.
Waterpower was Ontario’s first source of electricity, up until the
1950’s all energy came from ‘hydro’, which is why we use the term
hydro in Ontario. The long term durability of waterpower facilities
ensure that future generations will benefit from affordable electricity.

A part of our lives, today.
Approximately one quarter of Ontario’s current energy supply
comes from clean, renewable waterpower. More than 220
facilities across the province provide us with energy security.

Bringing investment and jobs to Ontario.
More than 80% of the investment made in the average waterpower
project stays in Ontario, supporting local jobs and the economy.
These jobs do not just include facility owners, but also construction
and equipment companies, engineers, environmental consultants,
financing and insurance companies, legal firms, project management
and importantly in many cases local and Indigenous communities.

A part of the community.
Waterpower facilities are distributed across the province and
provide many local benefits. Water level and flow management
often contributes to public safety by helping to minimize flooding
and erosion, while benefiting cottagers, anglers and canoeists.

A northern economic engine.
Waterpower still accounts for more than 80% of the electricity
generation in the north. Manufacturing companies, mining,
and forestry companies locate where they find a stable supply
of energy; near clean, renewable waterpower. It also supports
Indigenous communities through development partnerships
and job creation.

The province’s battery.
Renewable waterpower is strategically important to the
province’s energy mix – providing the unique ability to store
energy and produce it when needed. Electricity demands
and supply change hourly, daily, weekly and seasonally –
and waterpower responds.

Generating revenue for the Ontario
government.
Ontario’s waterpower industry contributes more than $140
million a year in resource royalties to the Ontario government.
Waterpower is often the largest single source of natural
resource-based revenue for the province of Ontario;
contributing directly to Ontario’s health care system, public
education, and other government programs and services.

For more information, please contact Paul Norris, President
(866) 743 1500 | pnorris@owa.ca
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